Rivers Edge Estates Annual General Meeting Minutes
Thursday April 26, 2018
Present: Diane Seymour, Chair person; Cindy Moleski, Cochair; Sonja
Behari, Treasurer; Elsie Rosaasen, Secretary; Joan and Vern Fior, Dave
Seymour, Connie and Rick Schuler, Scott and Deanna Birdsall, Erica
Martin, Howie Crossman, Deah Scott
1. Presidents Report: Diane reported on the progress of the roads and update
on the Sands Dust Control SB90 that was applied .
Signs were added, under video surveillance, Crime stoppers, and Rural
Crime Watch. If anyone wants a Rural Crime Watch sign at their yard the
cost now will be $48.00. We have whatsapp set up for rural crime watch.
Deanna Birdsall is in charge.
2. Financial Report: Review of Financial statement. Reminder that
Provincial grant could be taken away at any time. Reviewed the cost of the
SB90 dust control that was applied last year. Rick S. made a motion to
accept the report. Seconded by Deanna B.
3. Review of 2017 minutes: Connie S. moved to accept the minutes.
Seconded by Scott B.
4. Roads (storage, cost, gravel 3045): Dave S. stated that we need a stock
pile of SB90 for maintenance and patching. Sands Dust Control suggested a
pile of gravel on the road, then oil on top and mix it. Rick S. made a motion
to spend up to $20,000 to extend road surface and use this excess to patch
and maintain the surface. (We would need to peel back the road surface that
was laid down to get excess material to maintain or patch the surface as we
do not have a space to stock pile excess material.) Seconded by Sonja B.
Discussion followed. Motion carried.
RM stated the Loraas trucks were causing wear on the edges of the roads.
Suggestion was made to move garbage and recycle bins closer to the middle
of the road rather than on the edge. Also move all bins to the river side of the
road so the truck only needs to make one pass in a single direction.
5. Water: Dave S. made a motion that Hamlet pay for the $28.00/month curb
stop for members. Seconded by Deanna B. Discussion followed. Motion
defeated.

6. Rural Crime Watch: RCMP not exactly sure how whatsapp works.
Concerned information could get into the wrong hands. RCMP met with
Aberdeen group and state they will get together with all the coordinators to
set up a plan.
A reminder to keep whatsapp for crime watch. If you want to respond to a
member concerning an issue, respond to them personally not on whatsapp.
If someone is on your property dial 911. If suspicious activity call the
RCMP. East side RCMP number is 306-975-5173.
All house numbers need to be large and visible.
7. Elsie will update all emails and phone numbers.
8. New Business: Cindy Moleski attended the all hamlets meeting for
Corman Park in February. The RM can use municipal funds to spray for tent
caterpillars if we ask them to. It was suggested by a member that spraying
canola oil helps. The RM pays $2500/month to use the land fill. It has
money to use for public reserve. The noxious weed in the RM is Leafy
Spurge. We are to notify them if we have this weed in our area. Casa Rio
and Cathedral Bluffs are trenching in high speed internet. We can increase
the mill rate in the Hamlet if desired. The province is no longer approving
new hamlets.
Deah S. moved meeting be adjourned.

